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Editor’s Row
Sometimes newsletter issues
develop themes without
intentional effort. This issue
is one of those times. The
theme I see in this issue is
“Connections.” Without
trying, we’ve been seeking
connections in safe ways.
Here are some examples
DKG members have found to
connect.
• Monica MacFarland tells
us about past and future
planned DKG knit alongs
• Kim Kulasa shares her
experience with online
knitting classes
• Elizabeth McDonough
encourages to consider a
long running Advent KAL
• Barb Evenson shows the
generosity of members
knitting for others.
In these stories and others, I
hope you are finding
connections with other
knitters. If you haven’t, reach
out. We support each other.

Jean

to this issue’s
contributors.

Announcing
a T-shirt and Logo
Design Contest!
We are looking for a
new graphic T-shirt design that is interesting
and eye-catching. It
can be funny, witty, zany or whimsical etc.,
but must be an original
design. It should be
ready for print and easy
to reproduce. We have
a lot of creative and
clever people in the
guild who can think
outside the box. We
are looking forward to
seeing what you come
up with.
We are also interested
in updating our DKG
web logo. If you have
any ideas, please send
them in by February
15th, 2021.

NEWSLETTER EDITOR EMAIL dkgeditornews@gmail.com
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President’s Corner
by Lynn McCown

As I write this, the winter Holiday season began today, for us, with Thanksgiving. It was a

unique experience, as so much has been this year. I usually host more than 20 people. This year there
were 3 of us and a lovely after dinner Facetime session with family in California and in Ohio. It was
delightful, relaxed, and we really played with the menu. We did not, of course play around
pumpkin pie, stuﬃng, potatoes, or gravy. We did have a small pork loin roast rather than a 25 pound
turkey. We also had an old fashioned vanilla cream pie topped with fresh raspberries. have to say
that cleanup for 3 is very quick! It was a very quiet, sweet, and
after
It highlighted the ways our Guild has had to change so much this year, and how we continue to fulfill
our goals supporting a n d e d u c a t i n g knitters. I’m especially aware of how much I loved the
“Show
Tell” times at our meetings! (ed.–see plans for Show & Tell in the next newsletter). It was
wonderful to see what folks were making: their projects, color choices,
techniques, and new
discoveries.
Thirty DKG members joined this fall’s Midwinter Cowl Knit Along. As of this week, seventeen of
those knitters completed the cowl, and a couple had even made two.
A new member, Jenny Kaffenberger, who is also a newer knitter, was among those finishers. (Ed.—
see Jenny’s cowl on page 4.) Jenny joined us when some chose to leave. Change is always guaranteed, something we can rely on. What doesn’t change is our shared love of fiber, design, and camaraderie!
This all brings me back to “Show and Tell”
which now has be photos. The photos sent in
were a total delight. I’m hoping they will continue to come in as
their
(Ed.–see plans for Show & Tell on page 5 in this
newsletter).
The first name to sign up for the second KAL
was Karen Cassidy. Karen previously won a gift
Certificate to Fiberworks in recognition of her
being the first to finish
summer shawl
I’m aware that there are Zoom gatherings and
other kinds of online
some
r.
r,

new
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DKG Midwinter neck warmer Knit along
The Midwinter Neck Warmer KAL was a success. Many of us finished the neck warmer, while some projects are still on the needles. A few participants made more than one.

This is a wreath or collage of photos taken of finished Midwinter cowls from the Guild
KAL. A wonderful range of colors emerged, with blues being the most often chosen.
Makers of these beautifully knitted cowls are Cindy Evans, Laura Hinders, Lynn McCown,
Elizabeth McDonough, and Lori Reimer.
Finished cowl participants were Cindy Evans, Laura Hinders, Lori Riemer, Elizabeth
McD, Mary Lou Crafts, Theresa, Shelley Stevens, Lynn McCown, Carol Kneisley, Karen
Cassidy, Valerie Mosely, Teri Eagleton, Jenny Kaffenberger, Sadie Seward, Kathy Brannon, Mary Shue, and Monica MacFarland.
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This is Jenny Kaffenberger’s cowl.
It’s for her husband and is unique
in the low contrast of the colors,
which is a subtle look.

Once again, we held drawings for lucky participants to win gift certificates purchased by the
guild to support our advertisers.

Prize winners from the DKG MidWinter
Neckwarmer KAL
Our random number generator selected the following winners from among the
participants.
Elizabeth McDonough - $50 gift certificate to Wooly Bully

Carol Kneisley - $50 gift certificate to Silk Road Textiles
Jenny Kaffenberger - $50 gift certificate to Noah’s Landing

CONGRATULATIONS!
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Welcome to our new members
since September!
Norma Barkalow
Kandy Ellerman
Norma Napoleone
Terry Quinn

March 2021 Newsletter Show & Tell
Send us your photo!
We can’t meet in person but we can still have Show & Tell.
Here’s How!
A. By February 15, email a photo of your completed project(s) to
the Editor at dkgeditornews@gmail.com.
B. Tell us the pattern, yarn, and any other information you want
to include.
C. Submissions will appear in the March 2021 DKG Newsletter.
KnitCompanion
(Continued from page 15)

For an article that explains KnitCompanion far better than my meandering narrative, go to
this link for a better explanation of the app and the features within each version. Very
Pink Knits has a series of seven instructional videos on YouTube. Here is a link to the first
video in the series: Very Pink Knits. There is a KnitCompanion group in Ravelry that is active. It is another good source for learning about the app.
Or go straight to the website knitcompanion.com.
Knitcompanion provides me with more time to actually knit. I no longer have to figure out
where I am on a project that I haven’t knit in a few weeks (or months…or years). Try it, you
might be surprised at what it can do. #
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Online Knitting Classes? YES!
By Kim Kulasa

Sometimes things turn out better than expected.
The first few months of the pandemic were challenging, but there were some positives. Life
slowed down. We focused on what had to get done and were grateful for the frontline workers
that enabled our lives to go on with some semblance of normality.

With the change of seasons and weather, the novelty of wearing masks, maintaining safe distance, handwashing (you would think I live with a family of 10 judging by the soap used in
my single household), and my least favorite part – hand sanitizer - has worn off.
I needed a positive boost.
Into my inbox lands a newsletter from Janine Bajus. Among other updates, she announced
she would be teaching as part of the Stitches move to Online. Stitches (aka Stitches Midwest,
Stitches East, etc.) normally pulls together a great program. But I was skeptical of online
learning for knitting.
Understand I worked for 15 or more years for large multi-national companies enabling the
technology for large online corporate Universities. I was lucky enough to work for companies
that had the funding and vision to rank as some of the best learning environments worldwide.
I was not a stranger to distance learning.
But I like sitting in a room with fellow knitters, enjoying the colors, textures, and the sheer
feel of fine yarn. That is not an option right now. And Janine was teaching How Color is
Used in Fair Isle Knitting. She informed us in the newsletter that the registration for the
class would open in a few days, so be alert to the Stitches announcement.
I checked numerous times per day to see if the registration had opened. No luck. Then I
went to babysit my grandchildren for the day (two active boys ages four and one). No chance
to check registration. When I checked the next day, Janine’s class had sold out within 3
hours of being posted. Drat. Out of desperation I signed up to be put on a wait list. The days
for the class came and went.
But a few weeks later – bing – another email hit my inbox. The same class was being offered
again. And since I had signed up for the waitlist, I was being offered the opportunity to sign
up before they opened the class to the world at large. Yes! My mouse finger signed me up immediately.
The class schedule was Saturday for 2 hours, then the following Saturday for 2 hours then
(Continued on page 9)
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Flibbertigibbet Knitting
By Jean Andrews, Editor

We desperately need a
vaccine before
the end of football season…

“You can't always get what you want...But if you
try sometime you find...You get what you need.”
You Can't Always Get What You Want, song by
theRolling Stones, 1969
We’re in personal lockdown again. While the virus
rages on “out there” we hunker down and hope for
the best. There seem to be few sensible alternatives
as hospitals fill up. Almost one million people
showed up in U.S. airports the week before
Thanksgiving. For many people, they’ve clearly
reached the limit of putting lives on hold and walling themselves off. The virus doesn’t care.
We’ve held up better than many. As an introvert
with a ton of indoor hobbies (writing, knitting, baking, YouTube vlogs) I have plenty to do. The extrovert husband with two interests – playing golf and
watching football – has not fared as well. In between these two activities, he asks me if there’s anything I need him to do. I reply, “Yes, stop asking
me to find things for you to do.”
We desperately need a vaccine before the end of
football season…
A couple of years ago I decided to be more careful about what I knit. I wanted my hand knit
items to be those I would really wear. I culled
yarn I didn’t want to knit or wear. I gift knitted
other skeins and planned projects to use up
most of my fingering weight yarn. Because I
don’t like to knit fingering weight yarn.
I was on a roll working on basic sweaters, hats,
and cowls in grey, black, off white or some combination thereof. I knitted a Rikke hat and
plain Jean cardigans. Exactly what I like and
wear.
Then the pandemic took hold…
At first, I stuck to my cream wool cardigan –
thick, natural wool (Jaeger Spun). I stopped to
7

wind another ball and start the sleeves…but
started another sweater instead. A lovely
hand dyed superwash merino DK in a beigy
pink color with grey flecks…still in my wheelhouse, right?
And I finished the nice DK weight sweater, a
pullover in a Heidi Kirrmaier pattern called
“Purl Strings.” It was a lovely knit, as all Heidi’s patterns are. So back to the cream wool
cardigan, right?
The pandemic wears on…we’re in the middle
of the second Covid crisis.
I’ve started knitting elves…I’ve officially transitioned to flibbertigibbet knitter…and I’m
okay with that.

DKG Winter Knit ALong
Our WINTER KNIT ALONG can be somewhat more ambitious. With many of us confined to quarters and outdoor activities curtailed because of the shorter days and colder
weather, we hope you will join us by knitting a top-down seamless sweater or cardigan for
yourself or someone you love. You can choose one of the options from those listed below.
Send an email to info@daytonknittingguild.com with your choice before January 15th, 2021
and include your Ravelry name and the pattern will be gifted to you on your Ravelry account. If you are not on Ravelry, you can still participate. Keep us posted on your progress via the Ravelry DKG group.
Heidi Kirrmaier has two versions of a simple, unstructured, and very wearable cardigan. Sizes range from XS to XXL with stitch counts included all along. The instructions
are very clear and have only a few repetitive elements so you can develop a nice knitting
rhythm.

The first one is called Fine Sand and is knit in DK yarn at 22 stitches /4 inches (5.5
stitches/inch). Yoke shaping is achieved with lifted increases and then continued down
the back. Short rows are used at the lower body to make the back a little longer than the
front sections. There is an optional edge trim to give a firmer edge if desired. To finish it
off, the sleeves are worked in the round.
The second is called Quick Sand and is very similar to Fine Sand, but is done in a heavier weight yarn at 15 stitches/4 inches (3.75 stitches/inch). It has the same sleek, minimalist design.
For those who are more ambitious and love colorwork as much as we do, choose any one
of the sweater patterns by Jennifer Steingass (Knit.Love.Wool). Most of her designs are
top-down and seamless. She offers a variety of yarn weights in her patterns including
Fingering, DK, Worsted or Aran yarn. Some patterns have only two colors with relatively
simple designs appropriate for the beginning color knitter and others have more colors
and designs that are a bit more challenging. Options for a rolled or ribbed neckline are
often included as is optional gentle waist shaping. The hardest part will be picking which
pattern to knit.
If you do not feel up to knitting a sweater or a cardigan, we suggest a site that offers 12
free hat patterns, one for every month. Check out Kelbourne Woolens Year of Hats.
The patterns have good directions and are error free according to a grandmother who is
(Continued on page 9)
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(Continued from page 8)

Christmas in September Knit A Long

knitting them with her teenage granddaughters. You could knit these for family, friends,
or charity knitting.
Editor’s Note: I knitted Fine Sand some years ago and enjoyed it so much I have since
knit a couple of other Heidi Kirrmaier patterns. She writes wonderful patterns that are
easy to understand and follow.

(Continued from page 6) Online Knitting

Classes

Sunday for 2 hours. Prepackaged yarn kits were
included in the class fees, and we had the opportunity to give a ranking from 1 to 6 of which kit we
would prefer. The kits were mailed to us in plenty
of time before the start of the first class.

...I checked
numerous times per day
to see if registration had
opened...

The Stitches organizers sent us links to install the
Zoom software on our devices and had us test to
make sure all was working a few days before the class was to begin. There were twenty of us
in the class.
Janine is a wonderful teacher, and she did a great job of presenting the material and switching
to a second camera when she wanted to show a technique or a knitted sample. We could see
the other people in the class in small pictures on the zoom screen. We could also choose to
turn off our personal video feed if desired. By default, she muted all our microphones. We
used chat in the zoom meeting to ask questions. I found this particularly helpful to keep background noise to a minimum. I also liked that I could turn off my video if I felt I needed to get
up and move or deal with my dog, etc. without distracting the other participants.
The fact that we had a week between the first class meeting and the second worked out really
well because we needed to swatch the patterns from the yarn colors in our kits trying different
combinations to find one that we found appealing. Janine had put together kits where the colors were very compatible so we could easily come up with good choices. And when the colors
did not play well together it became obvious. We learned a lot from the swatches.
The second class explained how the individual swatches now needed to interact with each other to make a tam. Another great learning opportunity. Funny how the individual swatch you
liked might become better or worse when paired up with the next part of the pattern. On the
last day we discussed several tips and tricks when knitting fair isle.
(Continued on page 13)
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Noah’s Landing
Shreve, Ohio

Mon, Tues, Friday—10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Thursday—10 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Saturday & Sunday—1 to 5 p.m.

Hand-dyed Luxury Yarns
Knitting Supplies

Susan Sivey 330 465 1820
noahwool@embarqmail.com

Hours- Wed/Thurs. 11-6 Fri.1-5 Sat. 11-4
Open Knits Wed./ Fri. @ 1 PM All Are Welcome
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Advent Scarf 2020 KAL by Tricia Weatherstone
If anyone who would like a fun project to knit between Thanksgiving and Christmas, we suggest the Advent Scarf. The 2020 design is described by designer Tricia Weatherstone as follows:

“It is a rectangular scarf….Dig into your fingering weight leftovers and gather
as many or as few colours as you would like. My intention is for this year’s
scarf to be colourful and cheerful in what has been a challenging year for all.“
DKG member Elizabeth McDonough has participated in this free KAL for several years. Here
is a picture of a previous advent scarf she knitted, and her thoughts on the KAL.
“As the days become shorter and darkness descends faster every afternoon, I
try to find distractions so that I don’t
continuously sigh and moan like a petulant teenager. I don’t necessarily dislike winter (especially now that I am retired and don’t have that nasty commute up and down I-675) but less clouds
and more sun would be appreciated.
One of the ways I have found to deflect
my attention from the gloominess of
Ohio weather has been participating in
the free Advent Scarf knit-along featured in the Sock Madness Forever
group on Ravelry. Tricia Weatherston,
aka ‘zemy’ on Ravelry, has been designing an advent scarf every year since
2010. Every year the pattern is different, focusing on various knitting techniques.
This year’s advent scarf is a modular rectangular scarf knit in garter stitch of mitred squares.
Gather up your fingering weight yarns, as many as you like. The download on the pattern
page has a few tips on mitred squares, as well as a practice square. The practice square is also
your first square needed for the scarf. A small part of the pattern is released every day from
November 30 to December 24. Each day’s knitting is small enough to be accomplished in a
short time.
Follow this link for the pattern https://www.ravelry.com/patterns/library/advent-scarf-2020.
Join the group Sock Madness Forever to stay up-to-date on any pattern corrections and to
see the progress of others.”
Elizabeth McDonough
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From Barb Evenson
On Oct 20 Barb Evenson, Marti Coblentz, & Judy Banks met from 11 a.m. to 2
p.m. at a Kroger parking lot in Beavercreek. An email was sent to guild members that they could bring anything they had knitted for charity.
Barb's husband made a nice sign to let people know where we were located. We
had no idea if anyone would come. WELL! They came bringing bags full of hats,
mittens, and lap robes for distribution to schools, hospitals (preemie hats), VA
homeless shelters, etc. We were fortunate to receive such a bountiful supply for
the less fortunate!
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T he C a ll of th e W o o l

(Continued from page 9)

Altogether I thoroughly enjoyed the class. I loved that we met in two-hour segments. It
kept me alert and on task. I also appreciated that we could see Janine and her demonstrations so well. I was not alone in my assessment. The entire class was present for all
three class meetings, and all had positive comments at the end.
Online Knitting Classes

In fact, I signed up for two more classes in the next round of Stitches classes. I took
Shaped Shoulders in the Round in Fair Isle with Janine Bajus, and also Exploring with
Stitch Maps by the JC Briar. Each class met for 2 hours. Both classes were excellent.
I would highly recommend trying out this new medium for learning if you are feeling in
need of a knitting treat!

KIM

Community Service Projects collected at
scheduled meetings.
Warm Up the Community
Co-chairs: Barbara Evenson and Judy Banks
Members knit caps, ear warmers, mittens, and
scarves to be distributed through various organizations to keep heads, ears, hands, and hearts warm
during the winter months.

Dayton VA
Chair: Marti Coblentz
Knitted and crocheted lap robes are delivered to
the Dayton Veterans Administration Hospital. Materials must be washable, of any design, colorful
and measure about 36" x 42". Ties may be added
for wheelchair use. Comfort items such as soap,
shampoo, toothpaste, toothbrushes, pens, pencils,
combs, and DVDs are also collected.

www.silkroadcincinnati.com
Fine Yarn & Fabric Globaly & Ethically Sourced
Unique Supplies & Classes for Fiber Artists
Knitting, Crochet, Quilting, Felting, Weaving, Dyeing & Mixed Media
All experience levels welcome.
Artwork from local and global artists

Preemie Hats

Accessories, jewelry, fiber art, & home décor

Chair: Nancy Newman
Members knit these for the Miami Valley Hospital
Neo-natal Center. The hospital uses at least fifty
hats per month.

6106 Hamilton Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio 45224 513-541-3700
Open Tues-Wed 10am-6pm, Thurs 10am-8pm, Fri 10am-5pm,
Sun Noon-5pm, CLOSED Mon
13
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KnitCompanion
by Elizabeth McDonough

FLASHBACK 2011. I have been a member of Ravelry for four years. There are more than
ten projects in my WIP pile because I have the attention span of a gnat and
MUST.KNIT.ALL.THE.THINGS.
Every project has its own project bag containing needles, yarn, and pattern. I’m a real grownup knitter…until I take a few projects with me on vacation. One of the patterns gets Starbucks coffee spilled on it, another has a page blow away in the wind (literally…into traffic; I
did not retrieve it). The third bag doesn’t have a pattern in it. Having taken the pattern out
at home to read it and make sure I collected the necessary yarn, needles and notions, I forgot
to put the pattern in the bag. I may or may not have said a few bad words!
FORWARD TO 2012. An article on the knitty.com website described a new iPad app. The
app was KnitCompanion, a pattern tracking app for knitters and fiber enthusiasts. Created
by Sally Holt who grew frustrated trying to keep all of her patterns organized, it sounded like
just what I needed…but there was a catch. It was an app that only worked on an iPad. I resisted an iPad, which seemed an extravagance since I already owned a laptop and a
smartphone. On the KnitCompanion website, I watched a few of the instructional videos.
Four hours later (because I had to wait until I was off work), I purchased my first iPad.
TODAY. I track all my patterns using KnitCompanion. The features are amazing. Download
a pattern and start a project using all the pages or just those needed. PDFs can be added –
helpful in a mystery knit-along. Set up charts, flip, mirror, or join them together (hello Aran
sweater knitters!).
Have you ever knitted a stranded design on mittens and you want the left mitten to mirror
the right mitten? If the pattern is written and not charted, it can be set up so the text row being knitted is highlighted. The row marker on both charted and text pieces is moved by clicking a button, or by voice if voice controls are activated.
KnitCompanion will count the number of stitches between yarn overs or decreases. A “you
are here” marker can be placed and removed. Track time spent knitting a project (ed.–
sometimes it’s better not to know). If the pattern includes a key of abbreviations, place it at
the bottom of the screen so it is always visible. Add notes and pop-up messages as reminders.
If there is a video link in a pattern, add it in and directly view it through KnitCompanion.
This is not an all inclusive list of the features! It is a powerful knitting tool.
KnitCompanion is now written for both iOS (the iPad) and Android devices. There are three
versions: kCBasics (free), Essential ($9.99 annual subscription) and Setup + Essentials
($14.99 annual subscription). kCBasics can be downloaded from the “App Store” and the other two versions are purchased through the app.

(Continued on page 5)
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Guild Information
The purpose of the Dayton Knitting Guild (DKG) shall be to promote interest and skill in the art of knitting, to encourage
high standards of quality and workmanship, and to encourage the use of those skills for the benefit of others.
Membership is open to all skill levels.

Officers and Board Members
President: Lynn McCown
VP/Program Chairman: Monica MacFarland
Secretary: Kim Kulasa, Treasurer: Mary Owens
Membership Chair: Sue Pfeiffer, Newsletter Editor: Jean Andrews
Retreat Chair: Heather Janney, Ravelry Moderators: Valerie
Moseley, Shelley Stevens, Blog Moderator: Heather Janney
Dues
Our fiscal year is July 1 to June 30. Dues are $15 per year including digital newsletter. Digital newsletter only subscriptions are $10
per year. $25 for membership with a mailed newsletter. Make
checks payable to Dayton Knitting Guild. To join, come to a meeting or contact Sue Pfeiffer at 937-344-6834.
Annual Retreat
Attendance is limited to 45. Dues-paid members as of the September meeting have registration priority. Registration forms must
be accompanied by fully paid registration fees.
Meeting location: 310 Allen St., Dayton, OH
at the St. Mary Center at 10 AM and 7 PM
No meetings December, July and August
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Use of information or material from our newsletter or web
site, should be credited as follows: Dayton Knitting Guild
Call of the Wool, [issue date], vol. __, no. __; or daytonknittingguild.com.
Call of the Wool newsletter is published quarterly: March,
June, September, December. Deadlines for materials submissions are February 15, May 15, August 15, & November
15. The editor may edit any materials. Send newsletter material or contact the Editor at dkgeditornews@gmail.com.

The Dayton Knitting Guild email address is
info@daytonknittingguild.com
for questions or feedback.

Visit us online at:
www.daytonknittingguild.com
www.daytonknittingguild.org
Ravelry.com/groups Dayton Knitting Guild

